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ABSTRACT
Fashion is driven by a narrative, i.e. a story or idea that the designer wants to convey to the audience. Fashion-tech now adds another dimension to this narrative through dynamically changing aspects of the garments. Many factors of presentation in a runway show affect how fashion-tech garments communicate a story to the audience. In this pictorial, we review a set of twenty-eight storytelling fashion-tech garments. We identify, catalogue, and categorize the factors designers used to convey stories to the audience from the runway. The design space consists of three levels: (1) the artifact-level, (2) the viewer-level, and (3) the context-level. The design space addresses how designers show their story through fashion-tech garments and how audience members see and know those messages. Our work contributes a list of considerations that fashion-tech designers must address early in their design process to effectively convey their story during a runway show presentation.
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Garments from the 2019 MakeFashion Runway lineup at Beakerhead. Photos by Eluvier Acosta. Photo used with permission.
INTRODUCTION

Fashion influences everyday life and links people to cultural and global trends, personal identity, and social and economic change [37]. Fashion tells a story of who we are, expressing the opinions and positions of both wearers and designers. Storytelling is embedded in fashion; designers tell stories through symbolism in the garment’s colour, texture, print, images, embellishments, and silhouettes. *Fashion activism*, for instance, expresses social and political views through compelling storytelling. While the term fashion activism emerged in the 1960s to describe the practice of designers and wearers using fashion as a medium for social, political, and environmental change, the practice of fashion activism has been around since the 1800s and has played a role in many social movements from the women’s suffrage movement (1850s) to Black Lives Matter (today) [15]. For example, Mary Quant designed the mini skirt (1964) as a symbol of women’s rights and sexual liberation [5].

Beyond the garment, numerous runway show production decisions add to the narrative: garment presentation order, the model in each garment, how the model walks the runway, and even the stage topography and venue. These can culminate in an impactful fashion narrative. Karl Lagerfeld’s 2015 Chanel spring collection, “Boulevard Chanel,” recreated a Parisian streetscape, complete with faux storefronts and apartments, and ended with a picket protest for women’s equality, creating the image of a protest march down Parisian streets [48]. When Rihanna launched the annual Savage X Fenty lingerie fashion show in 2019, she redefined the runway through an immersive experience with dancers, models, and music performers. Savage X Fenty challenges misogynistic fashion views by redefining ‘sexy’ with inclusivity of all body types.

The runway has also been a narrative medium in the HCI community. Exploring inclusivity in the maker community, Okerlund et al. [41] challenged designers to “disrupt current maker culture” and make a statement through fashion garments. The authors hosted a ‘Maker Fashion’ runway show, featuring pieces that addressed the oppression surrounding women and women’s bodies, Islamophobia, and Black Lives Matter [41]. The goal of this work was to inspire inclusive makerspace participation.

Fashion-tech — fashion embedded with programmable electronics — offers more dynamic expressions for fashion storytelling. Numerous HCI researchers have explored new ways of interweaving technology into fabrics and e-textiles [18,21,26,39,40,43,44,50]. HCI researchers have also created fashion-tech garments for specific purposes, such as connecting people over a distance [6], visualizing the environment [31], and offering emotional or physical support [1,14,20,36].

However, prior research does not capture the holistic considerations and design decisions that go into wearable technology. Because fashion runway shows are tightly controlled and produced, implicit decisions and subtle ‘contextual factors’ quickly become specified and controlled design decisions.

Our goal is to facilitate designers’ ideation and decision-making when creating a fashion storytelling + fashion-tech garment to present at a runway show. In this work, we asked: What factors can fashion-tech designers leverage when telling a story on the runway? We arrive at this topic from immediate experience and expertise in fashion-tech. Our work emerges from an ongoing collaboration with MakeFashion, a Canada-based fashion technology collective that describes itself as “hacking the runway” by bringing together storytelling, design, technology, and innovation. MakeFashion brings together designers, makers, engineers, and artists, producing over 300 unique fashion-tech garments and showcasing over 100 international events; making it the only fashion-tech runway event of this calibre. Our first author has been a MakeFashion designer since 2016, with experience creating several garments for MakeFashion shows and aiding in others. Another two co-authors are founders of MakeFashion with 10 years of experience producing over 100 fashion shows for MakeFashion in countries all over the world, including (Canada, the USA, China, and Europe). Our extensive experience in this field makes us uniquely qualified to explore this topic.

Throughout the years of MakeFashion, we have noticed that one area designers face challenges is how they can convey their story in a way that can be understood by the audience. We have found that designs driven by a strong story tend to have the best reception from the audience. Therefore, in this work, we take a closer look at these designs and the shows they were presented at in order to help designers create storytelling fashion-tech garments.

In this pictorial, we present a design space for designing, at the artifact-level, and presenting, at the viewer- and context-level, runway fashion-tech garments that carry a narrative. Our design space emerged from an artifact review of 28 storytelling fashion-tech garments and highlight the considerations designers should address throughout their design process to convey their story to a runway audience.

Among the diverse interpretations of the term ‘design space’ in HCI [19], we offer a design space that aims to inspire design opportunities rather than prescribe choices [23]. Our design space inspires avant-garde fashion-tech designers to make comprehensive, intentional decisions about their garments and runway presentations. Rather than exhaustively articulating every possible option, our design space is intended to provide opportunities for designers to creatively integrate storytelling throughout their design process. All images used in this pictorial were commissioned by MakeFashion for use in the marketing and promotion of MakeFashion, and are used with permission from the producers, models and designers with credit to the photographers.
METHODOLOGY: ARTIFACT SET

Our design space emerged from an analysis of garments grounded in a strong story, particularly those addressing activism. This focus lets us easily see where and how designers communicated stories through all aspects of the runway presentation. Our first step was to construct a set of artifacts for analysis that reflect (a) fashion-tech garments that were (b) presented during a runway show and (c) clearly communicated a story.

We searched through HCI research proceedings looking for additional examples. However, we did not find any examples that addressed all three criteria. Instead, we predominantly relied on MakeFashion’s catalogue of previous garments and runway shows, as they are one of very few organizations at the intersection of fashion-tech and runway show production. We considered over 100 designs from the past 10 years of MakeFashion to identify garments that addressed all three criteria. We also considered pieces from the Future Oceans runway show from 2019, as the show was produced by MakeFashion designers/producers and featured several MakeFashion designers.

We ended up excluding examples for various reasons:

* Not all Fashion Technology is fashion-tech. Many garments use innovative approaches to garment construction, such as alternative materials or digital fabrication techniques. However, in this work, we define fashion-tech as fashion embedded with programmable electronics.

* Exhibition is not Runway Presentation. Many fashion-tech garments in HCI proceedings were presented during gallery exhibitions such as the ISWC Design Exhibition, CHI interactivity tracks, or various demo sessions. Exhibition presentation is a radically different format from runway.

* Not all fashion tells a strong story. While all fashion can tell a story about its wearer or designer, not all fashion has a clear story driving its design and presentation. We selected for pieces that overtly — and successfully, based on our experience — told a story.

We identified 28 artifacts that fit all three criteria. In this pictorial, we use 12 designs to help describe the design space (left). We include the full artifact set in the supplementary materials for this pictorial. The artifact set is not intended to be an exhaustive list, but to represent a diversity of storytelling fashion-tech designs for the runway.
METHODOLOGY: ANALYSIS

To explore and analyze our artifact set, we applied Grounded Theory [13]. We initially coded only ten examples from our artifact set. The authors reviewed the artifacts through a combination of past runway event videos, photos, social media/web posts, or informal conversations with the garment designers and show producers. We initially coded each artifact to understand which design features convey the designer’s story, based on the following questions:

1. What was the designer’s story?
2. Which garment design choices conveyed the designer’s story?
3. What technologies were used and how?
4. How was the garment presented on the runway?
5. At what event was the garment shown?
6. What was the runway and event setup?

On subsequent iterative passes, we used an open-coding process [12] to develop categories that describe the various storytelling methods used by designers. We refined these categories through successive passes, performing axial and selective coding. Finally, we distilled a set of design considerations for storytelling through fashion-tech garments on the runway. The authors verified the categories from a research perspective (lead author + 2 researcher co-authors) and a fashion-tech design perspective (lead author + 4 fashion-tech designer/producer co-authors). Once satisfied with the coding schema, we coded another eighteen artifacts to test whether the design space still held or needed additional modification.

From our analysis, we identified three levels where design decisions convey the story to the audience: (1) artifact-level, (2) viewer-level, and (3) context-level. Each level describes elements that designers can exploit to translate their story to the audience from the runway.
How might the story be embodied in the design of the physical garment itself?

How can the garment style contribute to the story?
The garment style can place the audience in a known context; designers can then convey a story set in that narrative context. For example, a wedding dress in the STEAMpunks Collection [34] evokes a wedding setting; an indigenous ribbon dress in The Woman Chief [3] is intrinsically linked to powwow dance. Choosing a garment style that is not consistent with the story could lead the audience to misinterpret the story. For example, using a kimono-style garment for The Woman Chief would lose the tie to the indigenous community.

How can the garment material properties convey the story?
Material properties add to the overall feel of the garment story. For example, Social Touch [46] uses hard spiked shapes to convey the designers' ‘hands-off’ message. Released [49] uses cage-like metalwork to represent the oppression of abuse and the experience of breaking free from it. For Social Touch, using soft materials may have a directly conflicting result to the story — inviting touch instead of deterring it.

How can the properties that are sensed and displayed back to the audience communicate the story?
Designers can use many different input (sound, light, colour, EEG, heart rate) or output (Light/LED, sound, motor) technologies to tell the story. Bright visual output translates clearly on the runway; LEDs were the most common technology in the artifact set. Input is not necessarily visible from the runway and was typically used to trigger a visual output. Musethereal [11], for example, displays invisible EEG input from a headset on the garment visibly using LED output.

How can props demonstrate the garment’s functionality or the story?
Props may include fashion accessories or other objects. For example, Re:Familiar [47] tells a story of a witch and her familiar, the drone, a prop, acts as a modern-day familiar and is integral to the story. Like familiars, drones are servant, spy and companion all at once. The drone follows the model down the runway and surrounds her with billowing silk chiffon. The drone is not physically a part of the garment, and the designer could show the garment without the drone. However, the design would lose the core of its story.
Artifact-Level Example: Hagoromo
Designed by Erina Kashihara

Story: Japanese legend with “the celestial maiden’s brilliant dance scene wearing a robe of feathers”.

Style
Reimagined Japanese Kimono inspired by an early Japanese legend about a celestial maiden. The designer wanted to layer an old cultural story with modern technology in a new artistic expression.

Materiality
The designer created a smoky glow around her dress through layers of a transparent thin organdy fabric. The fabric combined with particles of light swirling with the models’ movement, embodies the image of a “brilliant celestial robe”.

Input/Output
LED lights (output), manually triggered during a choreographed narrative dance through motion sensors (input) in the fan.

Props
Each garment incorporated a hand-held motion sensing fan to trigger the lighting effects. Fans are a part of traditional Japanese dance, used for storytelling through stylized movements.

Hagoromo [27]. Photo by Kelly Hofer.
How might the designer send the garment down the runway?

While artifact-level elements are clear in the workroom or backstage, the viewer’s perspective of the garment as presented on the runway adds meaning and context to the story. The story behind the garment can be presented through choreography, music, and model choice.

**VIEWER-LEVEL**

How can the model’s choreographed movement tell the story?

The model’s movement displays the garment and the functionality of the technology and tells a story through motion. For example, in Released [49] the designer choreographed a dance down the runway rather than the standard walk and pose. The choreography tells the story of being broken down by verbal abuse and built back up. The model also triggered LEDs for visual effect during the choreography.

How can the music convey the story?

Designers choose music for the runway to set an emotional tone. For example, most cultures interpret upbeat tempos as positive. Forms of music can also create ties to the cultural context of the garment. The Medicine Woman [4] is presented with traditional indigenous choreography and music. First Nations people believe in the healing power of dance and music; the rhythmic drumbeat represents the heartbeat of Mother Earth and connecting to this rhythm through dance facilitates healing.

How can the choice of the model communicate the story?

The choice of models should resonate with the designers’ story. For example, for The Matriarch Speaks [2], an indigenous female model wore the garment to resonate with raising awareness of indigenous women’s issues. The number of models can also impact the demonstration of the technology of the garment and thus its story. For example, in Gamergirls [38] two models demonstrate the gaming aspect of the garment.
**CHOREOGRAPHY**

Traditional indigenous dance. Women’s fancy shawl dance represents the opening of a cocoon when a butterfly emerges.

**MUSIC**

Traditional indigenous music ties the story to the cultural context of a pow-wow.

**MODEL**

Indigenous female model resonates with the designer’s story of indigenous women’s rights.

**VIEWER-LEVEL EXAMPLE: THE WOMAN CHIEF**

Designed by Indi City (Angel Aubichon and Alexandra Manitopyes)

**Story:** Indigenous Women’s Rights and Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women.
How might the runway show environment affect the presentation or functionality of the garment?

Typically, runway show producers dictate context-level elements based on the fashion show venue, with input from the constraints of the designers’ garments. The designer may have little or no direct control over context-level elements; however, the designers must understand how context could affect their garment and their story.

Context elements include the physical setup of the lighting, sound and signal, the runway setup, the audience, the event venue, and supplementary information.

**EVENT VENUE**

How can the event venue or theme affect the message reception?

The show venue can affect the overall theme of the show. A show may be collocated with other events, and a shared venue can affect resources available for specific sound, lighting, or runway setups. The Future Oceans show was held at a marina with an outdoor runway on a dock; the venue created a direct link to the story, but producers and designers had less control over the environment.

**SUPPLEMENTARY INFO**

How can the audience receive added information about the garment?

Additional information about the garment can provide context before or while the garment is on the runway via an artist’s statement, paper program, posters, videos, or even live narration. Typically, the wording for the supplementary information is provided by the designers to ensure accuracy and show producers arrange for the information to be presented to attendees.

**LIGHTING**

How can the event lighting affect the garment?

Fashion-tech garments may require specific lighting conditions to function. However, the venue may have its own lighting setup or additional daylight, which may interfere with the garment. Lighting can also impact whether the audience can view small design details on the garment. For example, in *White Light // Black Light* [16] bright lighting would diminish the effect of the UV-activated photoluminescent paint on the white dress. In fact, almost all lighting was turned off while this piece was presented.

**SOUND AND SIGNAL**

How can the event’s sound or signals affect the garment?

Garments may be able to sense sound from the runway venue or external sources (such as noise from adjacent events or audible audience reactions), or radio or wireless signals at the venue. Or, garments may produce sound or wireless signals as output. Sound or signals from the venue could reinforce or conflict with such garments. For example, *Tune*[9] used electromagnetic field sensors to visualize the invisible flow of information. Due to system signals at the event, the garment performed better on stage than in testing.

**RUNWAY SETUP**

How can the runway setup affect the presentation of the garment?

The runway shape, length, surface texture, or height affects the model’s movement, how props can be used, and the timing of the presentation. In *Sirens* [35], three models perform a choreographed dance low to the ground on a raised runway. If the runway were at audience height, audience members further back may miss the performance and the story.

**AUDIENCE**

Who is in attendance at the show, and how might they receive the story?

Knowing the audience can help designers tailor and target their presentation. The Future Oceans runway show was themed around ocean conservation and attracted an audience interested in stories about ocean conservation. A garment with an unrelated story – like *Onna – Bugeisha* [32] with a story about women empowerment – does not fit an ocean conservation audience’s motivations for attending the show.

Additional images and references are omitted for brevity.

*Images: [White Light // Black Light](https://example.com) [Tune](https://example.com) [Onna – Bugeisha](https://example.com)*
Evening outdoor show with programmable runway lighting. Some garments in the show were non-fashion-tech garments and required brighter lighting than is ideal for a fashion-tech runway. To ensure the lighting effects of the garment were visible, show producers placed *Jellyfish-MIRAI-* [30] later in the lineup when the natural lighting was fully dark, and reduced the runway lighting.

The Future Oceans show had a speaker setup and outdoor marina noise. This garment did not use sound input or output and was not affected by external sounds or signals.

The runway was approximately 180 metres down and back, along a marina dock with a backdrop of docked boats. Models entered and exited the runway from the Ascente Superyacht which also sponsored the dressing area.

The Future Oceans show was held at the Victoria International Marina; the theme for the show was ocean conservation. All garments had to be made from at least 90% ocean-derived products or materials, tying into the theme and the venue. *Jellyfish-MIRAI-*[30] was created from plastic collected from a beach in Japan; a jellyfish inspired the design.

Audience members were given a QR code to access a digital program, with links to designer profiles on the event webpage. An MC introduced the name of the designer of each garment.

**CONTEXT-LEVEL EXAMPLE:**

**JELLYFISH-MIRAI-**

- Designed by Erina Kashihara
- Story: Sustainable Fashion and Ocean Pollution

Audience members were seated along the dock runway in a single row, drawn by the topic of ocean conservation.
The first thing I do with a new project is decide what my story will be. In Affinity, the story is to show the bond between me and my dog, Bentley. I brainstormed ways to represent the story through sketching, and created a Pinterest board for inspiration. I also researched different technologies that could convey the story aesthetically. I decided on making the garments look like the northern night sky to reflect Bentley's breed (Alaskan Malamute). I chose a proximity sensor with the transmitter in Bentley's collar and the receiver in the dress to control the state of the LEDs. I realized early on that I would need two (human) models to show that the LEDs would turn off when Bentley was far away. I couldn't let go of Bentley's leash on stage because I was worried about him jumping into the audience to search for food.

I then constructed the garment which required lots of iterative trial-and-error. I had to select materials, test the proximity sensor and lights, and work with a seamstress to make the outer layer, which all needed to work together to convey the story. Problems came up: the proximity sensor was flaky, the light wasn't diffusing the way I imagined, and the code took more time than I anticipated. When problems arose, I referred back to the story to guide the search for a solution. I explored several iterations of the hoop skirt to find the right shape and light diffusion effects for the northern night sky. I also played with the proximity sensor to find the right ranges for close, near and far. I originally wanted more tech on Bentley, but dogs are even harder on wearables than humans, so I decided to only use the collar. I knew I would be modelling one of the garments, a stranger would not make sense for a story about the bond between Bentley and his family. For the second model, I chose my best friend Kaity (Bentley's auntie) and made the lighting effects a little different to show her different relationship with Bentley.

In the final design, the LEDs on the dresses were off when they were far from Bentley, and blue/green (like the northern lights) near. When I was very close to Bentley the lights on my dress turned pink, matching his collar. To show off the story I worked with the show producers to have a longer time on the runway, practiced Kaity, Bentley and my movement's and selected upbeat and playful music. This was all finalized during the dress rehearsal. During the show, the garment was introduced through a pre-recoded video with a brief overview of the story and the design. I then came out first with Bentley, walked to the end of the runway and bent down to give him a kiss, changing my dress' LEDs to pink. Kaity then walked out, posing in the middle of the runway. When Bentley and I walked to meet her, her dress turned on and I passed Bentley's leash to her. Bentley and Kaity walked to the end of the runway and posed. She kissed him too, to show her dress did not turn pink. They then walked back to me, turning my dress back on, and we all exited the runway together.
DISCUSSION

Our design space framework is intended to help fashion technology designers develop storytelling garments for the runway. The guiding questions from the design space can prompt designers to critically reflect on the factors that influence design decisions or otherwise impact the message behind the garment. Our design space is not intended to prescribe the “best” way to convey stories, but to show how many factors — some of which are beyond the designer’s control — ultimately affect how the story translates to the audience. Designers can consider technical and design factors early and anticipate future obstacles, allowing them to be more active and thoughtful when communicating with audiences.

Importance of Input and Output

In runway fashion-tech, garment inputs and outputs deserve critical attention. Designers must consider how input will be visible to and understood by a viewer, and how any output does or does not relate to input. The audience needs to understand how the concept and the story are supported by the designers’ technical choices. While our artifact set reflects a relatively small subset of possible sensors and outputs, we can imagine how different choices could influence the stories behind examples from the artifact set.

For example, in The Woman Chief by Indi City [3], the designers used LED output in the shawl to bring attention to the slogan on the back, “Justice for MMIW.” The light pattern was dynamic, changing colours in a pre-defined pattern. The designers also chose traditional indigenous music and dance for the runway presentation to convey their indigenous women’s rights message and place the audience in the cultural context. Using a motion sensor or sound sensor to synchronize the LED output effects with the music or dance could have added yet another dynamic layer to further link the design with the cultural context.

Maria Elena Hoover’s i[heart] dress [25] has a heart that changes color based on the distance between the model’s handbag and the dress, using a proximity sensor. The story behind i[heart] is to bring awareness to mental health and how it affects those around us (represented by the handbag). However, a second model holding the bag might have more clearly articulated that the bag represents other people around the wearer. The original garment design used a heart rate sensor, but the designer did not think this would translate to the output effectively. They did not think they could get a visible change in the heart rate sensor in the short amount of time on the runway. Instead they added proximity sensors for the presentation.

Our artifact set did not use a wide range of input technologies. Sensor input can be difficult to rely on during a runway presentation due to the limited amount of time when the model is wearing and displaying the garment. Runway garments are only seen by the audience for 30 seconds to 2 minutes, depending on the show setup. Streetwear, on the other hand, is typically designed for the wearer who stays in the garment all day. With the i[heart] dress, a meaningful change in heart rate may not occur within a 30-second demonstration. An alternative could be to record sensor data before the show and playback the data during the presentation to emphasize the intended story on demand. This technique was used in the Dream Dress by Virtually Vogue [33]: the designers pre-recorded dream data, compressed the data into the walk time, and visually displayed it through LEDs.

Beyond the Runway

While we focused on the ways designers convey stories on a fashion runway, our work has broader implications. We look forward to future work applying our design space to wearable technology more broadly, as we believe that it can be adapted and expanded to address non-runway settings. Our design space is not intended to be prescriptive to best practices, but instead prompt designers to carefully reflect on how each garment might tell a story. Runway garments are often also promoted and cataloged beyond the show through articles, blogs, or designer portfolios. When these designs are captured in static images, much of the interactivity — and thus the story — is lost. For example, the images from the i[heart] dress photoshoot were taken off the runway. This image offers a limited sense of the garment’s design: the heart shape on the bodice, and that it is a fashion-tech piece using LED output. However, the functionality of the proximity sensor and thus the story of outside elements affecting the wearer is lost. This provokes the question: How can we convey the design story effectively off the runway? We plan to explore this question in future work.

CONCLUSION

We developed this design space based on years of collective experience in building and showing electronic fashion garments in runway shows. The design space’s guiding questions prompt fashion-tech designers to think critically about how they will convey their stories to an audience during a runway show presentation early in their process. The elements that designers can exploit to translate their stories to the audience from the runway are layered and interconnected. In the future, we plan to deploy the design space as a tool and a guide to the MakeFashion community to help designers convey strong stories through fashion-tech on the runway.

i[heart]. Photo by Paul Spenard.
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